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1.  The safety rule that prevents other mistakes from being tragic is ______________. 

 A.  Always keeping the muzzle of any firearm in a safe direction. 

 B.  Loading one chamber of the cylinder, skipping one, and then loading four. 

 C.  Having a supervised loading table. 

 D.  Using a two-handed grasp when firing a pistol. 

 

2.  It is not necessary for spectators to wear eye and ear protection because they are far enough  

     away from the shooting. 

 

True   False 

 

3.  The term “revolver” is technically correct when speaking of the handguns used in 4-H  

     Western Heritage, but the term “pistol” is historically acceptable. 

 

  True   False 

 

4.  The ______________ Rifle was a repeating lever action gun that loaded through the  

     buttstock. 

 

 A. Sharps   C. Remington Rolling Block 

 B. 1886 Winchester  D. Spencer 

 

5.  Revolvers became known as 6-shooters because Samuel Colt’s first revolver had a 6-shot  

       cylinder. 

 

  True   False 

 

6.  A squib load is double charged cartridge that blows the gun up. 

 

  True   False 

 

7.  When a live round is dropped while shooting a stage the shooter must __________. 

 

A. Pick up the round to clear the stage.  

B. Treat the round as a dead round and continue. 

C.  Consider the dropped round as a miss. 

D. Face disqualification for the stage. 

 

 

8.  The 4-H Western Heritage Project requires the use of the two-handed pistol grasp because  

       _________________. 

 

 A.  That’s what the adult groups require  C. It allows for more accuracy. 

 B.  It’s a safer grip on the gun.   D. It’s the fastest way to shoot. 

 

 



9.  Early U.S. Army Ordinance Officers did not like repeating firearms because they thought  

     soldiers would shoot up all their ammunition too quickly as opposed to the slow, deliberate  

     shots required when using a muzzle loader. 

   

True   False 

 

10.  When staging a rifle or shotgun, the ______________. 

 

A.  firearm must be lying on a flat surface or safely propped upright with the muzzle      

      pointed in a safe direction. 

 B.  firearm must be staged muzzle down. 

 C.  firearm can have a live round chambered. 

 D. all of the above. 

 

11.  In 4-H Western Heritage, participants may either stage their pistols or draw them from a  

       holster. 

 

True   False 

 

12.  The term “horse pistol” meant _________________. 

 

A. a small pistol hidden in the saddle bags.  

B. a pistol capable of penetrating a horse’s skull at 100 yards. 

C. a pistol in a belt holster that was easy to carry while on horseback. 

D. a large pistol carried in pommel holsters attached to the saddle. 

 

13.  When Samuel Colt was approached by Sam Walker of the Texas Rangers to design and  

       produce the large, powerful Colt Walker revolver, Colt’s firearms business had been sold  

       after financial difficulties.  With no factory, Samuel Colt turned to __________________  

      for assistance in manufacturing his new gun. 

 

A. Samuel Morse  C. Eli Whitney, Jr. 

 B. Thomas Edison  D. Alexander Graham Bell 

 

 

14.  A live round discovered in a rifle at the unloading table is not considered a safety violation if  

       the action is open. 

 

  True   False 

 

15.  There were no shirts with sewn on collars available during the Old West period. 

 

  True   False 

16.  When shooting at two knock-down targets with a shotgun, the maximum number of rounds  

        allowed is __________. 

 

A. two  

B. four 

C. as many as needed to knock the targets down 

D. None of the above 



 

17.  There was no such thing as a double action revolver (pulling the trigger rotates the cylinder,  

cocks the hammer, and fires the gun) in the days of the Old West. 

 

  True   False 

 

18.  Men in the Old West would _____________________. 

 

 A. slide a belt through belt loops to hold up their pants. 

B. use suspenders to hold up their pants. 

C. use their gun belt to hold up their pants. 

D. use one hand to hold up their pants. 

E. let their underwear show like kids today. 

 

19. Identify which of the following is allowed in the 4-H Western Heritage Project. 

 

A. Wearing a Holstered Gun   C. Staging a Loaded Shotgun 

B. One Hand Pistol Grip   D. Cocking Pistol with Off Hand 

 

20. Which person can point out a safety violation? 

 

A. Range Officer    C. Audience Person 

B. Unloading Table Supervisor   D. All of the Above 

 

21. Which of the following is not a safety violation? 

 

A. Breaking the 170 line 

B. Leaving an Action Closed on a rifle or shotgun when done shooting 

C. Passing a cocked revolver to the range officer when a cease-fire is called. 

D. Sweeping the audience with an empty gun. 

 

22. Shotgun actions allowed in the 4-H Western Heritage Project do not include________. 

 

A. Pumps     C. Break Open 

B. Levers     D. Automatic ejectors 

 

 

23. Underwear was known as ________________. 

 

A. BVDs    C. Over Corsets 

B. Camisoles     D. Drawers 

 

 

24. Women could wear __________________ under their dresses. 

 

A. Petticoats    C. Bustles 

B. Hoops    D. All of the above 

 

 

 



25. A living history approach to learning about the past means __________________. 

 

A. You learn about history only during the years since you were born. 

B. You learn about people who are living. 

C. You learn by dressing in the clothes and using the tools of the period of interest. 

D. You see history “come alive” in movies and theater plays. 

 

26. In the 1800s, seeing a man with a collar on his shirt would indicate he was __________. 

 

A. using a removable collar and going somewhere fancy. 

B. wearing a work shirt. 

C. either of the above. 

D. none of the above. 

 

27. Men’s shirts in the Old West did not have ______________. 

 

A. Full bottom down fronts  C. Metal Buttons 

B. Collars    D. Cuffs 

 

28. “Caliber” refers to a measurement in_________________. 

 

A. Millimeters 

B. Hundreds of an inch 

C. Grains 

D. Grams 

 

29. The metallic cartridge was developed as a result of the invention of_________________. 

 

A. The percussion cap 

B. Smokeless Powder 

C. Breech loading firearms 

D. Lever action rifles 

 

30.  The metal pieces of steel that dangle from spurs are called “jingle bobs” and have the 

 purpose of ___________________________. 

 

A. Making a delightful sound 

B. Alerting bears in the area 

C. Warning the horse 

D. Knocking snow or mud off the rowel 

 

31. Garters were used for __________________________. 

 

A. Holding up a woman’s stockings 

B. Fashion 

C. Keeping a long sleeve from sliding down 

D. All of the above 


